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Unit-V Electrical Control Systems 

INTRODUCTION  

The vehicle electrical system includes five electrical circuits. These circuits are as follows (fig.):  

Charging circuit  

Starting circuit  

Ignition circuit  

Lighting circuit  

Accessory circuit  

Electrical and control power signals must be provided to electrical devices safely and reliably so that the 

electrical system is not compromised or compromised. This is achieved thanks to the careful design of the 

circuits, the careful selection of components and the practical position of the equipment. By carefully studying 

this and the previous chapter, you will understand how these circuits work and the adjustments and repairs 

necessary to keep the electrical systems in good condition. 

  

 
Figure- Electrical circuits 

CHARGING CIRCUIT  

Learning Objective:  

Identify charging-circuit components, their functions, and maintenance procedures.  

The charging system performs following functions-  

Recharge the battery after the engine starts to start or after using electric accessories with the engine 

stopped. 

Provides all electrical power to the vehicle when the engine is running, you need to change the output to meet 

different electrical loads. It gives a voltage output that is a bit more than the battery voltage. 

A typical charging circuit consists of the following:  

BATTERY- provides current to energize or power up the alternator and helps stabilize the alternator's initial 

output. 

ALTERNATOR or GENERATOR- uses mechanical energy (motor) to produce electricity. 

ALTERNATOR BELT- connects the crankshaft pulley with alternator / generator pulley to actuate the alternator 

/ generator. 

VOLTAGE REGULATOR- current counter, voltmeter, or warning light to inform the operator of the charging 

system conditions 

STORAGE BATTERY  

The battery is the heart of the charging circuit (Fig.). The battery is an electrochemical device for the 

production and storage of electricity A car battery has many important functions, which are the following: you 

must run the starter engine, ignition system, electronic injection system, and other electrical devices to the 

engine when starting and starting the engine. 
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 You must power the electric power to the vehicle when the engine stops. 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS AND CONNECTION CIRCUITS 5/101 must allow the charging system to supply electricity 

when current requirements exceed the charging limit of the charging system. 

 

 
Figure - Cross section of a typical storage battery. 

 

It should act like a capacitor (voltage stabilizer) that flows smoothly through the electrical system. It has to 

keep electricity for long periods. The type of battery used in vehicles, construction and weight management is 

a lead acid battery. This type of battery generates DC electricity flowing in one direction. When the battery is 

empty (current goes out of the battery), it converts the chemical energy into electricity by releasing the 

accumulated energy. During charging, electricity is transformed into chemical energy. The battery can save 

energy as long as the vehicle requires it. 

BATTERY CONSTRUCTION  

The lead-acid battery can withstand strong vibrations, cold, engine heat, corrosive chemicals, high drainage 

and long periods of inoperability. To test and maintain batteries properly, you need to know the battery 

buildup. The construction of a basic battery of lead and acid is as follows:  

Battery element  

Battery case, cover, and caps  

Battery terminals  

Electrolyte  

BATTERY ELEMENT-  

The battery element consists of negative plates, rear plates, spacers and belts (fig.). The element fits into a cell 

compartment in the battery compartment. Most car batteries have six items. 

 

 
Figure - Battery element. 

The compartment of each cell has two types of chemically active lead plates, said positive and negative plates. 

The battery plates are made of grid matrix (rigid grid frame) covered with porous lead. These plates are 

spaced apart by appropriate spacers and immersed in a sulfuric acid solution (electrolyte). 
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Low consumption plates contain porous (fluffy) lead that is gray in color. Positive charge plates contain lead 

peroxide (PbO2) which has a brown color. These substances are known as active plaque materials. Generally, 

football is added to the cable to improve battery performance and reduce gas formation. Because porous or 

spongy lead plates, battery acid penetrates into the material. This adheres to the chemical reaction and the 

production of electricity. 

The cable battery connectors or straps go along the top of the case to connect the cards. The battery terminals 

are made as part of one end of each strap. 

To prevent the plates from touching and causing a short circuit, sheets of insulating material (micro porous 

rubber, impregnated fibrous glass or plastic material) are inserted, called separators between the plates. The 

separators are thin and soft, so that the electrolyte can flow smoothly between the plates. The side of the 

separator that is mounted against the positive plate is provided with gas slots that are formed at the site at 

the loading surface more easily. These slots have room for any material detached from the plates falling into 

the sediment space below. 

BATTERY CASE, COYER, AND CAPS The battery case is made of hard rubber or high quality plastic. The housing 

must withstand extreme vibrations, temperature variations and corrosive action of the electrolyte. The 

dividers in the case form individual containers for each element. A container with its element is a cell. 

Elbows or rigid ribs are printed at the bottom of the carton to form a plate holder and a sediment recess for 

the flakes of active material falling from the plates during the battery life. The sediment is then kept away 

from the plates so as not to cause a short circuit through them. 

The battery cover is made of the same material as the container and is secured and sealed. The cover provides 

openings for both battery poles and a cover for each cell. 

The battery plugs are screwed or inserted into the battery cover openings. The battery covers (vent caps) 

allow the gas to escape and prevent the electrolyte from being splashed by the battery. They also serve as 

spark arresters (prevent sparks or flames from lighting the gas inside the battery). The battery is filled through 

the vent plug nozzles. Maintenance-free batteries have a large cover that is not removed during normal 

operation. 

CAUTION  

Hydrogen gas can accumulate on the top of a battery. If this gas is exposed to a flame or spark, it may explode. 

 BATTERY TERMINALS-  

The battery terminals provide a means to connect the battery plates to the vehicle's electrical system. Two 

round terminals or two side terminals can be used. 

The battery terminals are round metal posts extending through the top of the battery cover. They serve as 

connections to the ends of the battery cable. The positive publication will be bigger than the negative 

publication. It can be marked with red paint and a positive symbol (+). Negative publication is smaller, can be 

marked with black or green paint and has a negative (-) close or close symbol. 

The side terminals are electrical connections located on the side of the battery. They have internal threads 

that accept a special pin at the end of the battery cable. The polarity of the side terminal is identified by the 

positive and negative symbols marked on the box. 

 ELECTROLYTE – 

The electrolyte solution in a fully charged battery is a concentrated sulfuric acid solution in water. This 

solution is about 60% water and about 40% sulfuric acid. 

The electrolyte in the lead acid accumulator battery has a specific gravity of 1.28, which means it is 1.28 times 

heavier than water. The amount of sulfuric acid in the electrodes and the electrolyte changes with the amount 

of electrical charge even the specific gravity of the electrolyte changes with the amount of electrical charge. A 

fully charged battery will have a specific gravity of 1.28 to 80 ° F. The figure will increase with a decrease in 

temperature and an increase in temperature. 

As the storage battery is discharged, the sulfuric acid is depleted and the electrolyte is gradually transformed 

into water. This action provides directions to determine the acid-cell discharge state. The electrolyte placed in 

a lead battery has a specific gravity of 1,280. 
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The specific gravity of an electrolyte is actually the measure of its density. The electrolyte becomes less dense 

when the temperature rises and a low temperature indicates a high specific gravity. The hydrometer used is 

indicated to read the specific gravity only at 80° F. Under normal conditions, the electrolyte temperature does 

not vary greatly from this sign. However, large temperature changes require a correction in reading. 

For EVERY temperature change of 10 degrees or over 80° F, you need to add 0.004 to your specific gravity 

reading. For every 10 degree change in temperature below 80° F, you need to subtract 0.004 from your 

specific gravity reading. Suppose you simply read the severity of a cell. The hydrometer reads 1,280. A 

thermometer in the cell indicates an electrolytic temperature of 60° F. This is a normal difference of 20 

degrees with respect to the normal 80° F. To get the actual gravity reading, you need to subtract 0.008 from 

1,280. Therefore, the specific gravity of the cell is actually 1,272. A hydrometer conversion chart similar to that 

shown in the figure is generally found on the hydrometer. From there, it is possible to obtain the specific 

gravity correction for temperature variations above or below 80° F. 

  

 
Figure - Hydrometer conversion chart. 

BATTERY CAPACITY  

The capacity of a battery is measured in amperes of hours. The amplitude capacity is now equal to the current 

output in the amplifiers and the time in hours during which the battery is running current. The ampere-hour 

capacity varies inversely to the discharge current. The size of a cell is usually determined by its ampere-hour 

capability. The capacity of a cell depends on many factors, the most important of which are the following: 

1. The area of the plates in contact with the electrolyte 

2. The quantity and severity of the electrolyte 

3. The type of cards 

4. The general condition of the battery (degree of sulfation, inert plates, deformed separators, sediments in 

the cell bottom, etc.) 

5. The final limit voltage 

Battery Ratings  

Battery charts have been developed by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and Battery Council 

International (BCI). They are set according to the national test standards for battery performance. They allow 

the mechanic to compare the power to start from battery to battery. The two methods of sorting acid lead 

batteries are the cold classification and reserve capacity. 

COLD-CRANKING RATING -  

The cold start class determines the amount of current that the battery can provide for thirty seconds at 0 ° C 

while maintaining the terminal voltage of 7.2 volts or 1.2 volts per cell. This evaluation indicates the capacity 

of the battery to start a specific engine (depending on the ignition current consumption) at a given 

temperature. For example, a manufacturer recommends a 305 amp cold start battery for a small four-cylinder 

engine, but a cold amplifier battery starts at 450 amps for a larger V-8 engine. A more powerful battery is 

needed to handle the heaviest starter power consumption of the larger engine. 
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RESERVE CAPACITY RATING -  

Reserve capacity is the time it takes to lower the battery terminal voltage below 10.2 V (1.7 V per cell) at a 25 

amps discharge rate. This is with the fully charged battery at 80 ° F. Standby power will appear on the battery 

as time interval in minutes. For example, if a battery has a nominal capacity of 90 minutes and the charging 

system fails, the operator has about 90 minutes (1 1/2 hours) of driving time with a minimum electrical charge 

before the battery is fully downloaded. 

BATTERY CHARGING  

Under normal conditions, a hydrometer reading below the 1240's specific gravity at 80 ° F is a warning that the 

battery should be removed and charged. Except for extremely hot climates, never allow specific gravity to 

drop below 1,225 in tropical climates. This reading indicates a fully charged battery. When a downloaded 

battery is brought to the store, it must be reloaded immediately. There are several methods for charging 

batteries; only direct current is used with each method. If AC power is only available, use a rectifier or motor 

generator to convert to direct current. The two main methods of charging are: (1) constant current and (2) 

constant voltage (constant potential). Constant current charge is used on a single battery or several standard 

batteries. The constant voltage load is used with the batteries connected in parallel. (A parallel circuit has 

more than one path between the two source terminals; a serial circuit is a circuit of a path). You should know 

both methods, although the latter is used more frequently. 

CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGING -  

With the constant current method, the battery is connected to a charging device that provides a constant 

current flow. The charger has a rectifier (a bulb full of gas or a series of chemical disks); therefore, the 

alternating current is changed to direct current. A rheostat (current-regulating current) of a certain type is 

usually integrated into the charger so that the amount of current flowing on the battery can be adjusted. Once 

the rheostat is set, the amount of current remains constant, the usual charge frequency is 1 ampere per 

positive cell. Therefore, a 21-cell battery (with 10 positive cell counters) should have a charging speed not 

exceeding 10 amp. When using this method of charging a battery, check the battery frequently, especially 

near the end of the charging period. When the battery is freely gestated and the specific gravity remains 

constant for 2 hours, it can be assumed that the batteries will no longer charge. The main disadvantage of the 

constant current load is that the LOAD CURRENT RESERVES A STABLE VALUE, WITHOUT CHANGE. A battery 

charged with a high current may overheat and damage the plates, making the battery unnecessary. DO NOT 

allow the battery temperature to exceed 110° during charging. 

 CONSTANT VOLTAGE CHARGING -  

The constant voltage load, also known as constant charge, is usually done with a motor generator. The motor 

drives a generator (similar to a generator in a vehicle); this generator produces current to charge the battery. 

The voltage in this type of system is generally kept constant. With a constant voltage, the charge rate for a low 

battery will be high. But when the battery approaches full charging, it increases the battery's opposing 

voltage, so it is stronger against the charging current. This load current opposition indicates that a smaller load 

is required. When the battery approaches full charge, the charge voltage decreases, and this condition 

decreases the ability to maintain a charge current in the battery. As a result, the charging current is reduced to 

a very low value when the battery is fully charged. This operating principle is the same as that of the voltage 

regulator in a vehicle. 

 CHARGING PRACTICES - It is easy to connect the battery to the charger, turn on the charging current and, after 

a normal charge period, turn off the charging current and remove the battery. However, some precautions are 

needed before and during the recharge period. These practices are as follows: 

1. Clean and carefully check the battery before charging. Use a solution of sodium bicarbonate and water to 

clean; and inspect the cracks or cracks in the container. 

 CAUTION  

1. Do not let the water and soda solution enter the cells. Thus neutralizing the acid within the electrolyte 
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2. Connect the battery to the battery charger. Make sure the battery terminals are properly connected; 

connect the positive pole to the positive terminal (+) and the negative terminal to the negative terminal (-). 

The positive terminal of the battery and charger are marked; those not marked are negative. The positive 

publication of the battery is in most cases slightly larger than the negative publication. Make sure all 

connections are tight. 

3. Check that the ventilation holes are clean and open. DO NOT REMOVE CARS DURING LOADING. This 

prevents the acid from spraying on the top of the battery and prevents the dirt from entering the cells. 

4. Check the electrolyte level before charging and charging. Add distilled water if the electrolyte level is below 

the top of the plate. 

5. Keep the well-ventilated room well. DO NOT SMOKE IN THE BATTERIES LOADING. Charge batteries release 

hydrogen gas. A small spark can cause an explosion. 

6. Take frequent hydrometer frequencies from each cell and record them. You can expect the specific gravity 

to increase during loading. If it does not go up, remove the battery and dispose according to local hazardous 

waste disposal instructions. 

7. Carefully check excess gas, especially at the beginning of the load, when using the constant voltage method. 

Reduce the load current if excessive gas formation occurs. Some gases are normal and help re-mix the 

electrolyte. 

8. Do not remove a battery until it is fully charged. 

PLACING NEW BATTERIES IN SERVICE  

The new batteries can reach you filled up with electrolyte and fully charged. In this case, all you need is to 

install the batteries properly on your computer. Most of the batteries sent to the NCF units are charged and 

dry. 

Dry batteries and batteries keep their full charge status indefinitely until the moisture in the cell is not 

allowed. Therefore, batteries should be stored in a dry place. Moisture and air enter the cells to allow rusty 

rust plates. The oxidation causes the battery to lose. 

To activate a dry battery, remove air intake valves and remove the vent covers. Then fill all the cells at the 

appropriate level with electrolyte. The best results are obtained when the battery electrolyte temperature is 

between 60° C and 80° C 

Some gasification occurs when the battery is filled up due to the release of carbon dioxide which is a product 

of the hydrogen sulphide drying process produced by the presence of sulfur. Therefore, filling operations must 

be in a well-ventilated area. These gases and smells are normal and are not cause for alarm. 

Approximately 5 minutes after the addition of the electrolyte, the battery should be checked to determine the 

voltage resistance and the electrolyte. More than 6 volts or more than 12 volts, depending on the rated 

battery voltage, indicates that the battery is ready for service. 5 to 6 volts or 10 to 12 volts indicate oxidized 

negative plates, and the battery must be charged before use. Less than 5 or less than 10 volts, depending on 

the rated voltage indicates a defective battery, which should not be put into service. 

  

If, prior to running the battery, the specific gravity, if corrected at 80° F, is greater than 0.030 points at initial 

filling or if one or more cells are worn violently after adding the electrolyte, the battery must be fully charged 

before use. If the electrolyte reading does not increase during charging, discard the battery. 

Most deposits produce electrolytes ready to mix. Some units may still obtain concentrate sulfuric acid that has 

to be mixed with distilled water to obtain the specific gravity suitable for the electrolyte. 

MIXING ELECTROLYTE is a dangerous job. You've probably seen the holes appearing in uniform for no 

apparent reason. He then remembers replacing a storage battery and brushing the battery safely. 

WARNING  

When you mix electrolytes, you are handling pure sulfuric acid, which can burn clothing quickly and severely 

burn your hands and face. Always wear rubber gloves, a apron, eyeglasses and a shield to protect against 

splashes or accidental spills. If water is added to concentrated sulfuric acid, the mixture may explode or sketch 

and cause severe burns. Pour slowly the acid into the water by mixing it gently but completely. Large amounts 
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of acid can take hours of safe dilution. The figure shows how much water and acid mix to get certain gravity. 

For example, mixing 5 parts of water with 2 parts of acid produces an electrolyte of 1300 when it starts with 

1,835 specific gravity acids. If you use 1400 specific gravity acids, 2 parts of water and 5 parts of acid give the 

same results. Allow the mixed electrolyte to cool to room temperature before adding it to the battery cell. Hot 

electrolyte quickly consumes cellular plates. Make sure you do not add the electrolyte if its temperature is 

over 90° F. After filling the battery cells, allow the electrolyte to cool because more heat is generated from its 

contact with the battery plates. Then take the hydrometer readings. The specific gravity of the electrolyte will 

equally match the values of the mixing table if the parts of the water and acids are mixed properly. 

BATTERY MAINTENANCE  

If a battery is not properly maintained, its useful life will be drastically reduced. Battery maintenance must be 

performed during each PM cycle. Complete battery maintenance includes: 

Visually check the battery 

Check electrolyte level in battery cells with lids Add water if the electrolyte level is low. Corrosion cleaning 

around the battery and battery terminals 

 

 
Figure - Electrolyte mixing chart. 

Check the status of the battery by checking the charging status 

VISUAL INSPECTION OF THE BATTERY -  

Battery maintenance must always start with an in-depth visual inspection. Look for corrosion signs on or 

around the battery, leak marks, cover or cracks, missing hats and loose or missing terminals. 

CHECKING ELECTROLYTE LEVEL AND ADDING WATER -  

In the vent hood batteries, you can check the electrolyte level by removing the caps. Some batteries have a 

filling ring that indicates the electrolyte level. The electrolyte must be uniform with the filling ring. If there is 

no filling ring, the electrolyte must be high enough to cover the top of the plates. Some batteries have an 

electrolytic level indicator (Delco Eye). This provides a visual indication of the color code of the electrolyte 

level, with the black indicating that the level is OK and the white means a low level. 

If the electrolyte level in the battery is low, fill the cells at the correct level with DISTILLED WATER. Distilled 

water should be used because it does not contain any impurities in the faucet water. Tap water contains many 

chemicals that reduce the battery life. The chemicals contaminate the electrolyte and accumulate in the 

bottom of the battery compartment. If enough contaminants accumulate in the bottom of the box, the 

cellular plates are CUT, ruining the battery. 

If you need to add water at frequent intervals, the charging system may be overcharging the battery. A 

defective charging system may force the excessive current of the battery. Battery gasification can remove 

water from the battery. 

Maintenance-free batteries do NOT require a regular electrolytic service under normal conditions. It is 

designed to run for long periods without electrolyte loss. 
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CLEANING THE BATTERY AND TERMINALS 

If the top of the battery is dirty, with a hard brush, wash with a mixture of sodium bicarbonate and water. This 

action will neutralize and eliminate the acid and dirt mixture. Be careful not to allow the cleaning solution to 

access the battery. To clean the terminals, remove the cables and check the terminals of the terminals to see if 

they are deformed or broken. Clean the terminals and inner surfaces of the terminals with a cleaning tool 

before replacing them on the terminals.  

CAUTION  

DO NOT use a scraper or knife to clean the battery terminals. This action removes the metal too much and 

may damage the terminal connection. 

When reinstalling the cables, cover the terminals with oil or white grease. This will keep the acid fumes from 

the connections and prevent them from corroding again. Tighten the terminals sufficiently to secure the 

connection. If you tighten too much, the wires of the cable bolts will be released. 

CHECKING BATTERY CONDITION -  

When measuring the charge of the battery, check the electrolyte status and the battery plates. When a 

battery is discharged, its electrolyte has a higher percentage of water. Therefore, the electrolyte of a 

discharged battery will have a specific gravity number below a fully charged battery. This increase and 

decrease in specific gravity can be used to test the battery charge. There are several ways to check the battery 

charge status. 

Maintenance-free batteries can check the charge status with a hydrometer. The hydrometer examines the 

specific gravity of the electrolyte. It's fast and easy to use. There are three types of hydrometers: the type of 

float, the type of ball and the needle type. 

To use a HYDROMETER TYPE FLOW, tighten and hold the bulb. Then immerse the other end of the hydrometer 

in the electrolyte. Then release the bulb. This action will fill the hydrometer with electrolyte. Hold the 

hydrometer even with the line of sight and compare the numbers on the hydrometer with the electrolyte top. 

Most floating hydrometers are not temperature correctors. However, new models will have a built-in 

thermometer and a conversion table that will allow you to calculate the correct temperature. 

BALL TYPE HYDROMETER is increasingly popular because it does not have to use a temperature conversion 

diagram. Balls allow a change of temperature when immersed in electrolyte. This allows any temperature 

compensation. 

To use a ball hydrometer, remove the electrolyte from the hydrometer with the rubber bulb at the top. Then 

look at the number of balls floating in the electrolyte. The instructions on or with the hydrometer indicate 

whether the battery is fully charged or discharged. 

A NEEDLE TYPE HYDROMETER uses the same principle as the ball type. When the electrolyte is introduced into 

the hydrometer, it causes the plastic needle to record the specific gravity. 

A fully charged battery must have a hydrometer reading of at least 1265 or higher. If it is less than 1.265, the 

battery must be recharged or it may be defective. A downloaded battery may be caused by: 

Bad battery 

Load system issues 

Boot system issues 

Poor cable connections 

Engine performance issues that require an overrun start time 

Electrical problems can be found by drawing current from the battery with the ignition switched off with a 

defective battery using a hydrometer to control each cell. If the specific gravity in any cell varies excessively 

from other cells (25 to 50 points), the battery is bad. Low reading cells can be abbreviated. When all cells have 

the same specific gravity, even if they are low, the battery can usually be recharged. In maintenance-free 

batteries, the charge indicator shows battery charge. The charge indicator changes color to the battery charge 

levels. For example, the indicator may be green with the fully charged battery. It may become black when it is 

drained or yellow when the battery needs to be replaced. If there is no charge indicator or if you are doubtful 
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about its reliability, you can also use a voltmeter and an ammeter or charge tester to quickly determine 

battery status. 

BATTERY TEST  

As a mechanic, you are expected to test the batteries to verify they are working and in good condition. These 

tests are as follows: 

Battery leak test 

Battery termination test 

Battery voltage test 

Cell voltage test 

Battery discharge test Battery charge test (battery capacity test) 

Try charging fast 

Importance of maintenance: A key objective of proactive maintenance is to detect potential failures with 

sufficient time beforehand to plan and plan corrective work before any failure. If maintenance is successful, 

unplanned downtime is reduced. It is equally important to measure the downtime programmed for 

comparison. 

Scheduled Maintenance: The scheduled maintenance is the repair or replacement of designed components, 

often triggered by preventive maintenance inspections, pre- and post travel inspections, regular oil changes 

and lubrication work, etc., All scheduled maintenance activities as well. Un-programmed maintenance 

 Unscheduled maintenance is work that results in failures, unexpected failures, often triggering road calls and 

which typically causes expensive downtime for the work teams. One of the goals of a successful and efficient 

public transport provider is to promote vehicle safety and prolong the life of the vehicle. The reliability and 

longevity of the vehicle can only be achieved through the implementation of a proactive maintenance 

program. Proactive maintenance is the practice of identifying potential defects in vehicle components for 

replacement or repair before the vehicle detects a fault. This practice requires a thorough knowledge of the 

fleet of vehicles, as well as analysis of maintenance activities and fault trends. Proactive maintenance is 

preferable to reactive maintenance when administering a fleet of vehicles. Responding to failures after they 

occur, rather than anticipating, limits the agency's ability to plan and plan maintenance. This creates a 

continuous cycle of accidental breakdown and emergency repairs for vehicles to be in service again, creating 

an ingenious and expensive situation. Some managers undergo reactive maintenance because they would 

rather limit service outages caused by vehicle idle times. However, vehicle downtime associated with 

mechanical failures and failures creates long and unpredictable breaks that the operator was trying to avoid. 

Although it may seem initially more difficult and costly to handle a proactive maintenance program because 

the planning and cost of repairing and replacing vehicle components before they experience bankruptcy, the 

long-term benefits of a proactive maintenance program go beyond by far the perceived alternative. Proactive 

maintenance starts with preventive maintenance inspections. Such inspections may include pre and post 

travel, oil changes and other related service reviews, and preventive maintenance inspections based on 

predetermined mileage intervals for vehicle components identified in the OEM and / or manual FDOT PM 

Guidelines. These are all preventive maintenance activities that are designed to effectively locate and identify 

potential defects in vehicle components. 

Starter relay 

A starter solenoid (or starter relay) is the part of a car that connects a large electric current to the starter in 

response to a small control current and which in turn starts the engine. Its function is thus identical to that of 

a transistor, but uses an electromagnetic solenoid instead of a semiconductor to perform switching. In many 

vehicles, the solenoid is also coupled to the starter pinion with the motor drive ring. 

Operation 

An inactive starter solenoid can receive a large electric current from the car battery and a small electric 

current from the ignition switch. When the ignition switch is on, a small electric current is sent through the 

starter solenoid. This makes the starter solenoid shut a heavy pair of contacts, thus transmitting a large 

electric current through the starter motor, which in turn starts the engine. 
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The starter is a series electric motor, compound or permanent magnet with a solenoid and solenoid actuated 

switch mounted on it. When starting the current supply starter battery is applied to the starter solenoid, 

usually via a key switch, the solenoid closes high current contacts for the starter and starts to operate. Once 

the engine is started, the key switch opens and the solenoid opens the contacts to the starter motor. 

All modern starters rely on the solenoid to engage the launcher of the starter with the steering wheel pinion. 

When the solenoid is powered, operate a piston or lever that forces the pinion to engage with the ring. The 

pinion incorporates a unidirectional coupling so that when the engine starts and runs, try not to push the 

overrun starter. 

Some older designs start, as the Bendix unit, using the force pinion rotation inertia along a helical groove cut 

into the starter well, and therefore the mechanical connection was required with the solenoid. 

Electric Fuel Gauge  

In automotive and aeronautical studies, a fuel indicator or gas indicator is a tool used to indicate the amount 

of fuel in a fuel tank. 

As used in vehicles, the indicator consists of two parts: 

• The dete tio  u it - in the tank 

• The i di ator - on the dashboard 

The detection unit usually uses a float connected to a potentiometer, typically inks printed on a modern car. 

As the tank drains, the float drops and runs a moving contact along the resistance by increasing the resistance. 

In addition, when the resistance is at a certain point, it will also light a low level of fuel on some vehicles. 

Meanwhile, the indicator unit (usually mounted on the board) measures and shows the amount of electrical 

current flowing through the transmitter unit. When the tank level is high and the maximum current flows, the 

needle marks "F", indicating a full tank. When the tank is empty and the lower current flows, the needle marks 

"E", indicating an empty tank. 

The system can be infallible. If a power failure opens the electrical circuit causes the indicator shows the tank 

is empty (which causes the driver to charge the tank) instead of the full (which would allow the driver to run 

short of fuel without prior notice). Corrosion or wear of the potentiometer will provide fuel level incorrect 

readings. However, this system has a potential associated risk. An electric current through the variable resistor 

to which a float, so that the resistance value depends on the fuel level is connected is sent. In most vehicle 

fuel gauge, these resistors are on the inside of the counter, that is, within the fuel tank. Sending current 

through a resistor of this type entails a risk of fire and explosion associated risk. These resistance sensors also 

show a higher rate of failure with incremental alcohol additives in automotive fuel. Alcohol increases the 

corrosion rate in the potentiometer, as it is able to bring current as water. Potentiometer applications use a 

fuel containing alcohol and pulse retention method, a periodic signal is sent to determine the fuel level to 

decrease the corrosion potential, therefore, the demand for a safe and non-contact method the desired fuel 

level. 

Electrical Fuel Pump:  

 An electric fuel pump is used in the fuel injection engines to fuel the fuel from the fuel tank to the injectors. 

The pump must carry high-pressure fuel (typically 30 to 85 psi depending on the application) so that the 

injectors can spin the fuel into the engine. The fuel pressure must correspond to the specifications for the 

engine running. The too low pressure may deprive the fuel engine, which makes it poor, fails, protrudes, or 

stagnates. Too much fuel pressure can cause engine malfunction, waste fuel and contaminate. 
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HORNS 

Horns are devices that emit a strong sound and vehicles come with one or two horns. 

With a relay, the horn button on the steering wheel or column completes a ground circuit that closes a relay 

and the heavy current flow required by the horn goes from the relay to the horn. 

 

 
A typical horn circuit 

Note that the trumpet button completes the relay grounding circuit. 

There are three types of horn failure: 

 No horn operation 

 Intermittent operation 

 Constant operation 

If a loudspeaker does not work at all, check the following: 

 Connect the fuse or fuse 

 Open circuit 

 Horn defective 

 Faulty relay 

 Loud speaker switch 

If a loudspeaker operates intermittently, check the following: 

 loose contact on the switch 

 Loose, frayed or broken cables 
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 Faulty relay 

Windshield Wiper 

Windshield Wiper systems and circuits vary considerably between manufacturers and models. 

To diagnose the system, you must specify the test specifications and the electrical diagrams. 

 

 
A typical combination wiper and washer system consists of the following: 

 Wiper motor 

 Gearbox 

 Wiper arms and linkage 

 Washer pump 

 Hoses and jets 

 Fluid reservoir 

 Combination switch 

The motor and gear unit is connected to the wiper switch on the instrument panel or steering column. 

Mechanical wiper motor assembly switches provide the necessary operation to "park" and "hide" the 

windscreen wiper. Most brush motors use a permanent magnet motor with a low speed brush and a high 

speed brush. When the current flows through the high speed brush, there is less rotation in the armature 

between the hot brushes and the grinding and therefore the resistance is less. With less resistance, more 

current flows and armature rotates faster. 

Lighting Circuit 

Legal norms specify the number, position, and specification of many of the external lights installed in a vehicle. 

In addition to mandatory lights, vehicle manufacturers and owners often install additional lights to meet 

other needs. Several lamps are grouped into separate circuits, which include: 

(i) Side and rear lamps, including the nameplates, the storage compartment and dashboard lighting.  

(ii)Main drive indicators (lighthouse) incorporating a submersible installation to prevent incoming drivers from 

dazzling.  

(iii) Rear fog lamp to protect the rear of the vehicle in poor visibility 

(iv)Auxiliary driving lights including spotlights for distance lighting and fog lamps to reduce the reflected light 

brightness. 
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(v) Reversing lights to illuminate the road when the vehicle moves back and warns other drivers of the 

movement. 

(vi)Brake light to alert the next driver that the vehicle has decelerated. 

(vii) Interior lights and courtesy lights on the doors. 

(viii)The instrument panel is illuminated to indicate a unit is functioning properly or there is a fault in a 

particular system. 

(ix) Directional indicators and warning lights. 

Circuit Layout 

For maximum lighting, the lamps are connected in parallel. With the arrangement an open circuit to any 

branch causes failures on that branch alone, the other lamps continue to operate normally. Vehicle lighting 

systems typically use a ground return circuit, as this requires less cable length than a two or two-wire return 

system. When the body of the vehicle is used as ground, it is necessary to have a good cleaning connection at 

the appropriate ground points of the main body. This earth wire is particularly essential if the lamp is installed 

on a plastic panel. 

The circuits of lighting circuits are presented in a theoretical or compact theory. In the first type, each 

component is in relation to its position in the vehicle. This is useful to indicate the position of the various 

connectors and components, but the diagram becomes more difficult to trace a particular circuit path. To 

avoid this problem, some manufacturers use additional diagrams to indicate separate parts of the circuit. 

Figure illustrates a simple circuit designed in the above concepts. 

 

 

 
 

Fig lighting circuit (simplified). 

 

Lamps in this parallel circuit are controlled by three switches. Switch 1 operates side and rear lights. It also 

provides energy. Switch 2 powers the headlights and supplies power. 

Switch 3 distributes the current to the dipped-beam headlamp or the incandescent light. If only one fuse is 

installed in conjunction with the external power cord, all the lights turn off when the fuse fails. This is a 

dangerous situation when the vehicle travels high speed along a dark road. To overcome this situation, 

manufacturers must insert separate fuses for each lighting system or refrain from fully fusing the headlamp 

circuit. 
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Headlamp Flash Switch 

This switch allows the driver to send signals to other drivers during the day avoiding the use of main switches. 

This is a spring switch and therefore only works when the lever is held in the "on" position. 

Ignition-controlled Headlamps 

According to the standards, the headlights are not to be used when the engine and the vehicle are stationary. 

To get this power switch, check the power of the headlights. In addition, a relay is installed to minimize the 

current load on the circuit breaker. 

Auxiliary Driving Lamps 

These long distance auxiliary lamps (spotlights) are used when the headlamps are set to the main light. But 

these lamps should not be in operation when other vehicles approach and to achieve this, the auxiliary lamps 

are connected to the branch of the main beam of the circuit. Since the power consumed by these lamps is 

considerable, a relay is used to control these lamps. 

Front fog lights. 

During the fog, the projectors cause the vivid. This problem is minimized by using low fog lights. These two 

twin lamps can be used instead of the projectors and thus the power is taken from the branch of the side lamp 

of the circuit. 

Rear Fog Guard 

These high-tech flywheels illuminate the rear of the vehicle and must therefore only be used under low 

visibility to protect the rear. To prevent the illicit use of these lights, power is taken from the beam or front fog 

lamp. A warning light should indicate the operation of the rear fog lights. 

Lamp Failure indicator 

Many manufacturers also incorporate an alarm system to indicate to the driver the lack of light. Often, the 

indicator on the instrument panel illuminates when the lights work normally or as a signal to alert the driver 

that there is a light off. Most graphics display systems provide complete illumination for a few seconds after 

the ignition is turned on. This function allows you to control the lights on the graphic display and indicates this. 

In addition to this graphic display unit, a module (sometimes referred to as a focus interrupt module) is 

installed to monitor when a particular part of the circuit does not consume the rated current. When an open 

circuit condition occurs, the module activates a light on the instrument panel to indicate the driver is turned 

off. Each branch of the circuit passes through the module to monitor the system. However, this feature 

complicates the circuit and increases the cable length required for the lighting system. But it is still in use for 

safety reasons. 

Dim-dip Lighting Devices 

Some standards require the installation of a low light system in the vehicle. This system does not allow the 

vehicle to be driven only with side lights, as side lights can only be operated when ignition is switched off, so 

that they can be considered as parking lights. 

The headlights can be operated in two modes of immersion. A poor submerged light is low power, which is 

used without astonishing other street users in well-lit streets in the dark or dusk at dusk. While standard 

intensity diving rays are used for normal night driving in areas outside the city According to the setting, a 

couple of projectors should incorporate a dark diving device. Compared to the normal voltage range, the 

intensity of the darkened light should be 10% for halogen lamps or 15% for normal filament lamps. 

Head Lights 

Sealed beam projectors (Fig.) It can be considered as an additional advance of the pre-selected light bulb and 

the reflecting element separately. This unit incorporates the reflector and lens to form a large, completely 

sealed glass housing filled with inert gas to replace the traditional glass bulb. The two heating filaments are 

mounted correctly inside an aluminum-reflector and the support wires are placed in the reflector by ceramic 

insulators. 

These drawings provide precise focusing of the filaments and prevent dirt, dust, grease and moisture 

penetration so that reflector properties of the reflector are rapidly deteriorated. Due to the large area of the 

reflector, the transfer of filaments and metals due to tungsten evaporation does not affect the glass lens. The 
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light intensity in this unit is up to 3% of its original value during its normal four-year life cycle, compared to a 

40% reduction for traditional double-filament lamps (bifocals). Tungsten halogen projectors are also available. 

However, the whole unit must be replaced if one of the filaments fails, which is the main disadvantage. 

 

 

 
 

Fig Sealed beam unit 

 

Signaling Devices 

A vehicle has numerous signaling devices: indicator, brake light, warning light, reverse light and horn. These 

signaling devices are used by a driver to communicate to others what they intend to do. The signal informs 

others in advance of the road that you want to perform a work of man. Ensuring the right signal at the right 

time and in place and correctly interpreting the signals from other road users is important for security. 

Battery operated vehicles 

A vehicle electric battery (BEV), an electric vehicle battery (BOEV), a complete electric vehicle (FEV) or a fully 

electric vehicle is an electric vehicle type (EV) that uses chemical energy stored in rechargeable batteries. BEVs 

use electric motors and engine controllers instead of internal combustion engines (ICE) for propulsion. Get the 

full power of batteries and therefore, they do not have any fuel tank, combustion cell or internal fuel. BEV 

includes motorcycles, bicycles, scooters, skateboards, cars, boats, forklifts, buses, trucks and cars. 

Electric cars traditionally used rope DC motors, a form of electric brushless electric motor. Permanent and 

separately excited magnets are just two of the types of DC motors available. The latest electric vehicles have 

used a variety of types of AC motors, since they are simpler to build and have no brushes they consume. These 

are typically induction motors or brushless AC motors using permanent magnets. There are several variants of 

the permanent magnet motor that offer simpler and / or lower cost propulsion schemes, including the DC 

brushless electric motor. 

Automotive Maintenance: 

Although modern cars have established a good reputation for good service and reliability, there are a number 

of important articles that require attention or periodic inspections to keep the car better during its useful life, 

with greater immunity to breakage and with a minimum cost of maintenance. 

Maintenance means maintaining all systems and functionalities running for the original designer intentions of 

the manufacturer. 

Maintenance helps the vehicle to start and stop as expected by the manufacturer, in order to obtain 

performance, reliability and durability. 

Purpose  

(i) keep the vehicle in good working order 
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(ii) To keep operating costs less 

(iii) To ensure safe operation of the vehicle 

(iv)Give feedback to manufacturers for development and rectification 

(v) Comply with the legal requirements for the operation of the vehicle. 

After completing the recommended period for new or revised vehicle travel, and during normal work later, 

you must pay attention to maintenance items at regular intervals to ensure satisfactory operation and avoid 

problems. This ordinary maintenance is made according to the manufacturer's instructions is the maintenance 

manual. 

With most vehicles, he used to believe that, at the end of the first 500/1000 miles, if the vehicle was driven 

below the maximum speed expected, the vehicle would have reached the appropriate working conditions. 

The most important defects found in the vehicles delivered by the manufacturers are: 

(i) Incorrect valve permissions 

(ii) Incorrect ignition times 

(iii) Water leakage around the windscreen 

(iv)Erroneous configuration of the carburetors 

(v) off-balance wheels 

(vi)Defective locks and shavings 

(vii) Incorrect alignment of the front wheel 

(viii) The brakes have been adjusted incorrectly 

(ix) Headlamps not aligned 

(x) Incorrect spark plug holes 

(xi) Wrong level of lubricants and 

(xii) Nuts, bolts and fixings not tight enough. 

Once these defects are rectified, the vehicle does not require much attention, apart from fuel control, water in 

the radiator, battery charge, water level, and so on. 

Maintenance works carried out after covering first 1000km 

At the end of the first 1000 km, change the engine crankcase, the rear axle housing, and so on. They are 

drained and full of lubricants recommended. Verify that all nuts on the cylinder head are tight and that the 

ends of the suction manifold and exhaust manifold are also checked. All vehicle junctions, dry carburetor 

pump, clutch and brake gaskets are well lubricated. The steering system and spring springs are lubricated. The 

cooling system is checked for leakage. The candles and the automatic ignition controls are clean. The fuel 

filters are checked and checked for the alignment and lightness of the wheels. 

Types of Maintenance 

 Preventive maintenance or scheduled maintenance 

 Predictive maintenance 

 Breakdown maintenance or unscheduled maintenance 

Preventive Maintenance 

 It is a schedule of planned maintenance actions aimed at the prevention of breakdowns and failure. 

 Primary goal is to prevent the failure of equipment before it actually occurs 

 Preserve and enhance the equipment or vehicle reliability by replacing worn components before they 

actually fail. 

Preparation of checkup 

 One should have the good understanding of the entire system and parts involved in it. 

 Identifying the parts and the interval of which it has to be done. 

 Identifying what has to be done 

Maintenance Records or log 

 It is a journal or book of all maintenance performed on a particular vehicle.  Each entry includes a date, 

mileage as of that day, details of about the type of work done, and who performed the service.   

 If also include receptor and a schedule for further maintenance. 
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It will clearly tell the frequency at which the oil changes, fire rotations, Brake inspections or replacements etc 

are done hence monitoring activity and be done early. 

Wheel alignment 

Wheel alignment, sometimes called breakage or tracking, is part of standard car maintenance, which consists 

of adjusting the corners of the wheel so that they are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the ground. 

The purpose of these adjustments is to reduce tire wear and ensure that the vehicle's travel is straight and 

true (without "pulling" on one side). Alignment angles can also be altered beyond the manufacturer's 

specifications for a specific handling functionality. Motorcycle and ATV applications may require the corners to 

fit well beyond the "normal" for a variety of reasons. 

Primary angles 

The main corners are the angular alignment of the wheels between them and the body of the car. These 

adjustments are camber, pitcher and tip. In some cars, not all of these can be adjusted on each wheel. 

These three parameters can be classified later and back (no wheels in the back, usually no driving wheels). In 

summary, the parameters are: 

 Front: Caster (left & right) 

 Front: Camber (left & right) 

 Front: Toe (left, right & total) 

 Rear: Camber (left & right) 

 Rear: Toe (left, right & total) 

Secondary angles 

The secondary angles include numerous other adjustments, such as: 

 SAI (Steering Axis Inclination) (left & right) 

 Included angle (left & right) 

 Toe out on turns (left & right) 

 Maximum Turns (left & right) 

 Toe curve change (left & right) 

 Track width difference 

 Wheelbase difference 

 Front ride height (left & right) 

 Rear ride height (left & right) 

 Frame angle 

 Setback (front & rear) 

Setback is the difference between the length of the step on the right and the left. It can also be measured as a 

corner. A lower than the tolerance specified by the manufacturer (e.g. about 6 mm) does not affect the 

handling of the car. This is because when the vehicle rotates, one wheel is ahead of the other for several 

centimeters and, consequently, the trailer is insignificant. There are also some auto models with different 

factory settings for the right and left side step, for various design reasons. An out-specific twist may occur due 

to a collision or a difference between the right and the left caster. 

Measurement 

A camera unit (sometimes referred to as the "head") is connected to a specially designed terminal that is 

attached to a wheel. There are usually four camera units in a wheel alignment system (one camera unit for 

each wheel). Camera units communicate their physical location with other camera units to a central computer 

that calculates and displays. 

Often, with the alignment equipment, these "heads" can be a great precision reflector. In this case, the 

"tower" alignment contains the cameras and LED arrays. This system shows a series of flashing LEDs for each 

spotlight, while a camera located in the LED search "alignment" for a face image with the reflector design. 

These cameras perform the same function as other style alignment equipment, but facilitate many problems 

for transferring a high-precision machine group to every vehicle served. 
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Microprocessor based control system 

To address the new range of system requirements, the automotive microcontroller will be further developed 

to facilitate new features. 

Communications 

Communication between electronic control units (ECUs) is a growing trend. Multiple Vehicle Communications 

have been originally developed to reduce weight, interconnections, costs, and complexity. However, it was 

soon made clear that vehicle systems could be greatly improved with the opportunity to share data in several 

hours in real time. 

Algorithm complexity 

the increasing complexity of automotive electronic systems has had a dramatic effect on performance 

requirements and peripheral integration of automotive microcontrollers. Algorithms are now needed to handle 

the inputs of many sensors and communication systems, perform real-time control cycles, and control the 

outputs of many actuators.  

Safety critical operation 

Microcontrollers have been at the center of critical security systems for many years. Almost all of the critical 

automotive safety systems that were used have provided a safety feature. In the near future, there will be an 

additional requirement for error-tolerant microcontroller systems. 

Noise reduction 

ECUs and all electronic components contained therein are carefully tested to measure the performance of 

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). EMC is becoming an important issue for automotive manufacturers as 

the electronic components' operating speed is getting faster (higher frequencies generate increased 

electromagnetic emissions) and increases the amount of ECU that might be affected Yes. 

At worst, the result of an ECU radiofrequency operation (from another ECU or from an external source of 

vehicles) could be a potential compromise in terms of security. Electromagnetic compatibility can be 

optimized thanks to the careful design of the integrated circuit and the circuit board. A system is considered 

electromagnetically compatible if it meets three criteria: 

• It does ot ause i terfere e with other syste s 

• Not sus epti le to e issio s fro  other syste s 

• It does ot ause interference with itself 

Recently car makers are pushing more ECU vendors to produce drives with better EMC performance; this 

pressure, in turn, has fallen on semiconductor suppliers to produce more robust microcontrollers. At the IC 

design level, there are many considerations that can improve design EMC performance: use less clocks and 

turn off clocks when it's not in use, reduce power buffer performance, use more power pin and shave and 

reduce laptops Internal Tracking Impedance These pins, eliminating the integrated load pump circuitry and 

high frequency signal positioning next to a ground bus, are all steps to improve EMC. 

Power consumption 

until recently, low power consumption has never been considered a priority requirement for automotive 

ECUs. This has changed because of the number of systems needed to run when the ignition is off. These 

systems could quickly discharge the battery, unless you pay particular attention to energy consumption. The 

door modules are a good example. These ECUs must be permanently "ready" to recognize a signal from a 

keyless entry access device. 

All MCUs are now optimized for power consumption. This is mainly done by turning off the origin of the 

internal chip clock when the chip is inactive. This also involves a reduced noise emission. Energy consumption 

is also a consideration for ECU airbags. Airbag ECUs must work in case of collision by disconnecting power 

from the ECU. Usually a large condenser is used to ensure that sufficient energy is available in these 

circumstances to shoot the bags. Attention to the project's energy consumption requirements, the size of this 

condenser can be reduced by reducing the cost of the ECU. Airbag microcontrollers are often selected first by 
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measuring the maximum performance of the MCU while operating at a speed defined by a given power 

consumption limit. 

Intelligent automobile control systems 

Intelligent vehicle technologies comprise electromechanical, electromechanical and electromagnetic devices, 

generally micro compatible silicon components that work in combination with computer controlled devices 

and radio transceivers to provide precision repeatability functions (such as in robotic artificial intelligence 

systems) reconstruction of emergency validation performance emergency. 

Applications 

Intelligent vehicle technologies commonly apply to automotive safety systems and autonomous electro-

mechanical sensors that generate warnings that can be transmitted in a specific area of interest, for example 

within 100 meters of the transceiver. In ground applications, intelligent vehicle technologies are used for 

commercial safety and communication between vehicles, or between a vehicle and a roadside sensor. 

Smart Vehicle Technologies provide instantaneous route information to the driver who wants to route a 

specific destination and predicts that the system will help determine the best ride. Information provided by 

the system on the vehicle updates every minute (depending on vehicle speed) all the transmitter lighthouse 

information recorded by the vehicle while traveling on the road. That is, all vehicles traveling on the freeway 

update that information to local mileage markers through DSRC telemetry. Mile markers in turn communicate 

with the regional monitoring station and load the data to fill the statistical trend of the traffic flow bar graph. 

Additional information available to access the data collected by the system establishes the format of data 

exchange through the IP Internet Protocol communication links of the standard Internet protocol. 

Total System Intelligence 

The total intelligence of the system means the responsibility of each vehicle equipped with IVT traveling on 

the highway. Vehicles may use the information collected from the road to determine the specific use of the 

vehicle in the lane and in scenarios such as lane closures (vehicle warning notice), construction areas, 

emergency situations, etc. 

Information transmission and reception 

Intelligent vehicle technology for transmitters capable of providing information signal infrastructure 

information for vehicles and vehicle vehicles used exclusively in remote vehicle specific remote communication 

by traveling to a given lane on the road, for example, or convoy of vehicles in a particular lane or different 

vehicles traveling on all the roads involved. All lanes are labeled with a lighthouse so that when the vehicle 

travels along the road, the lighthouse maintains communication with the vehicle for that particular line; 

therefore, law enforcement officers can direct and provide specific vehicle and / or visual information to a 

target vehicle traveling in a particular lane (or multiple-lane vehicle as it likes). Vehicles traveling near a crash 

scenario, for example, are seen simultaneously by intelligent computer police and process headlining updates 

all vehicle data dynamically identifying and classifying all vehicles happening on time real. For example, a visual 

audit of auditory information is sent to each computer system of the blast emergency alarm vehicle to 

remember that for example no obstacle or accident display is allowed and vehicles are responsible for 

maintaining a certain limit of speed. Therefore, it is easy to manage, use and reduce congestion in the 

transport system. 
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